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SPEECH BY" PRESIDENT AHMBD SBKOtl TOtml 
A! THB 17TH SUMMIT OP THB O~A.U. 
Preetown, July 3,1980 
Allow me first of all to warmly congratulate our 
Brother and PrieDd the President of the Republic of Sierra 
Leone tor his brilliant election to the head of our 
continent~ Organization and to wish him excellent 
health ~ especially full and complete efficacity in 
the exercise of his high functions • 
. We would also like to express our warmest thanks· to 
the brother P~ople of Sierra Leone tor the enthusiastic 
and frlebdlJ welcome they accorded t• all the African 
delegations ~o came to Preetown to disouaa the tolidary 
future of our Continent. 
~e salute our brother Mugabe who, with his colleague 
Joshua Rkomo, led the liberation methodically" arid 
courageously and with determination until final ~ictory 
against colonialism and imperial!•, thus enabling 
Zimbabwe to be pre•ent here as the 50th member of our 
Continental Organization. 
We salute the courage and heroiam of the valiant 
Zimbabwe people and we assure "them of the total and 
permanent solidarity of the People's Revolutionar,r 
State of Guinea. 
_6_ 
Mr Chairman and dear Colleagues, 
At the present time fundamental problems preoccupy and even 
cause anxiety for our Peoples. These problems should have had 
priority in our debates, because they are of direct interest 
not onlt to presint African equilibrium but also for the future 
which we want to be happy. 
As we know, at this moment in time, Angola is occupied by 
racist armed forces from South Africa. Without a declaration 
of war, cannon, aircraft and tens of thousands of foreign 
soldiers are usea against an independent People, a free State 
and, what. is more, a member of our Organization. From the 
moment this session was opened, priority should have been· 
given to thie ~~dan.nial problem in order to indicate and 
affirm the fierce desira or our Continent to preserve its 
acquisitiono and also to st~gle resolutely with a view ~o 
rapidly ensuring the total liberation and effective unity 
of our Peoples. We should, in fact, consolidate acquisitions 
and pursue the struggle for new conquests. 
The Namibia is today the subject of various publications 
.and contradictory report& in the world. This problem also 
shou~ ha~• occupied, for hours o~ end if necessary, the 
attention of Heads ot State and Government and all heads of 
Delegations, eo that together they may diseuse ·the methods 
of coordinating their activitiea in.favour of the immediate 
liberation of the martyr people of ~amibia. Here also the 
RSA throws down a challenge which, if not taken up in 
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various ways, will be a legitimate cause !or criticism from 
future generations of our Continent. 
A short time ag~ we also held an important Summit of our 
Organization, the Economic Conference'o! Lagos, which tackled 
a fundamental problem !or the common future of our Peoples, 
that isz the problem of the economic integration af our States. 
Economic integration is not a circumstantial affair, it is a 
process for which the Extraordinary Summit of Lagos laid 
the methodological foundations, calling on each of our 
ordinary meetings to take stock and replenish the flame, 
convinced as we are that the economic and socio-cultural 
development of our Peoples is at once the justification 
of independence and sovereignty as well as the condition for 
independence and sovereignty. But since our debates began 
few references were made in speeches to this important Lagos 
conference. The question is do we really incarnate with the 
intensity demanded the real.preoccupations of all of our Peoples. 
Each one of us knows at present that political liberation is 
an inevitable prior condition because it is an acquisition 
enabling us to forge ahead. But if progress begins only after 
political independence 1t is here also that the thorny problems 
of economic independence commence. The Lages Conference made 
the importance of this problem quite clear. BUt once again 
it seams to have be~ put on a back butner. Have we the right 
to do eo ~ Our answer is WHo" and we are going to demonstrate 
it. 
8-
ln AQdia Ababa in 1963_w• met and we proclaimed our common 
desires as laid down in the· terms of our Charter. We said w• were 
guided b1 a common desire to establish and reinforce understanding 
. . 
between our Peoples, to establish and reinforce coopera:ion 
between our States in order to solve· our problema and ~ewer 
the aspirations of our popu1atio~a for a solidarity integrated 
within a larger ensemble that goes beyond ethnic divergencies 
to harness ourselvea to a great design, that of the responsible, 
dignified and happy future of our Peoples. 
We were_ present in Addie Ababa and we thank God for being 
one of tho~e who conceived this Organization. We had.'the . . . 
privilege at the time of travelling around Africa to convinca. 
African governments one after the other so that the O.A.U. maT 
be born.-
Aa we said then, if yesterdaiwe had the joy of having 
oontributm to the birth of the Organization of Afrioan Unit;r in 
Ad4ia Ababa, today it is with great bi tte._;'!leaa t_hat we not. 
that those who took part in that historic session are not very 
. . 
numeroUs in this room. 1rtan;r have given their lives, v1ctims of 
~erialiam .and colonia1iea, far having courflgeoualy defendel! 
Africa's interest•• In th~a room today there are o~1 four of 
them who had the privil~ge of taking part in the constituent 
aeeaion of the OrgB.nization of. African thii t:r. We know wnat 
we are talking about. We are motivated by a singli ideal, the 
A1frican ideal. We have Written it BJld said .it. We intend to 
remain rigoroual;r llo:ral to a l;ine, that of dignit:r, re'sponaability 
and continuou prOgress of ou P'eoplea~• on thfa pcr~llt; evm 
those fino dislike us also know what we think. We have only one 
prayer, to have the necessary strength to defend this ideal up . . 
until our last moments. This is wh~ we have always affirmed that 
deat~ cannot *ate anyone recoi1 who is animated by such an 
ideal. 
You see, since the start of this Sessiuo we had thought it 
btst to keep Qui\t• But now for the past three days the problem 
of the Western Sahara has been discussed passionately. This 
problem is eo thorny that an ad hoc Committee had to be formed 
with a view to solving it peacefully. Although a member of the 
ad hoc Committee, we thought it best not to intervene in the 
current debate on the Western Sahara. But at present allow •• 
t.o say that personally we have serious anxieties about .this·· 
eu~ject. Those who do not believe in the legitimacy of our 
apprehensions and anxieties have only to remain engaged on the 
path of violence; facts will show later that. these anxieties 
were perfectly well founde~. 
In any case world opinion and notably African peop1es will 
know one way or the other how various positions were taken on 
this prob1em which threatens the life of our Organization. 
Africa actually made many attempts at regourping i tsel! 
before joining the O.A.U• and we must say tnat it was after 
the first stages of the liberation struggle that was born the 
idea of a reorganization of the struggle's structures in order 
to give Africa one powerful Organization. We refer here to the 
stru£gle of the Tunisian people which was one of the first to 
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enjoy· internal autonomy in 1954 and ~o proclaim its independence 
in 1956. Then there was the courageous struggle of the Moroccan 
people who won their independence in 1956. It is well known.what 
means.imperialism used for intimidation, privation, aggression . . . 
and repression against the Moroccan Kingdom, aren sending 
Sultan Mohamed V into exile in Madagascar from 1953 to 1955. 
The Moroccan people ~emained united and firm despite the bayonets 
and cannon of Prench colonialism. Finally the people were 
victorious. Hie Majesty King Mohamed V returned from Madagascar 
and Morocco's independence was proclaimed. This must be·remembered. 
Anyone ftho does not know the past, anyone who does not remember 
it, cannot live the present correctly much less build the future. 
_It is by drawing en history, by questioning the collective 
memory of the People, that each People find the n•cessary 
impetus for their aacion in the present and in the future. Man· 
has been given a memory to remember. Even religions are only 
actt of recognition of God and of men who act for good. This 
is why facts must be remembered and analysed courageously. 
One must not give problems a personal character. They must be 
analysed coldly and one must show the.prpper way for the 
improvement of the fate ·of the People on whose behalf'. one acts.' 
What does this mean T In 1954 the P.L.N. (Algerian 
National Liberation Front) was organized and launched the 
armed struggle. The armed struggle decided by the r.L.N. wae 
made possible thanks to .the existence of independent African 
countries among Algeria's neighbours• An! we must render 
homage to the countries which served as support bases, notably 
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· •arocao and !unisia. We followed this struggle. Bnothers of the 
PLN including President Ben Bella, who was in prison in Prance~ 
were Ln contact with us. A Prench militant and a friend of ours 
served a~ an intermediar,r. We were ·in constant ccntact with the 
Algerian prisoner~. Por this reason, in 1956 whe~ Prance wanted 
to detach the Sahara from Algeria to form what it caled the 
. I 
Joint Organization of Saharan Hegions (JOSR) eo aa to be able to 
~plo~t the Sahara's oil and ga~ for ita own benefit, we 
opposed tlija move, we denounced the manoeuvre and firmly supported 
the Algeri~ position against Prench _coloOialiam. This ie a reality. 
And in 1958 at the time o~ the referendum organized by Prancer 
partly to isolate the brave struggle of the Algerian people, 
one of the basic reasons for the mobilization of our people was 
to thwart the Prench colonialist manoeuvre, ~hich led the Guine~ 
People to ear wno• to imperialism and proclaim their independence. 
This is well. known. We should know how to remember it.· As soon 
as Guinea was independent what were our first declarations T 
In Article 34 of the constitution of.our new State it is 
stipulated, and we quote: "The Republic of Guinea ia prepared 
to renounce all or part of ita sovereignty attributes with a view 
to the areation.of a larger ensemble" end quote. Loyal to this 
African option. the State of Guinea joined with the brother States 
of Ghana and Mali to constitute the United States of Africa. The 
first proclamation of this diaire was made on November 23,195~ in 
Acara, i.e. the 51st day after the proclamation of national 
independence on October 2,1958. 
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These are also historical facts to which texts testify. Renee 
anyone can verify the facts. Back 1n 1960 we said1 "As long as 
France does not recognize the independence of the Algerian 
people, Guinea will never sign a cooperation accord with her.• 
This was not just yesterday. As long as an inch of African soil. .. 
is colonizea no country, however great or wealthy, can consider 
itself free. This line has been followed constantly. Facts are 
· fa:ts. We had a prolonged break in relations with France, for 
various reasons of course,, but one of them, which we publicly 
notified to _France, .was its hos~ile attitude towards tho 
legitimate demands of Algeria. We had relations of combattant 
fraternity with the Algerian peoples and admired their courage, 
determination, and supported their struggle, and saluted their 
victor)' as an important contribution to the liberation of the 
African Continent. 
Similarl;t we should also recall that in 1960, at the time of 
the imperialist coalition against the ;toung Congo State, the 
Zaire of today, our brother the immortal Patrice Lumumba came to 
Conakry to consult us about his ideas, asking us to do ever;tthing 
to mobilize African states which were independent at the time so 
that a ~eating may be held so that a concerted effort could be 
made to give more efficacious shape to our solidarity. It was 
thus in answer to our appeal that His Majesty King Mohamed V, 
mat his soul rest in peace and benefit b;t the benevolence of God, 
responded spontaneously thus1 "We ~ee to give the Congo 
our solidarity.and we propose casablanca as the site of the 
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conterence." Other colleagues also agreed but not all of them . 
were able to go to Casablanca. We know why. The Algerian delegate 
said there were barely seven·delegatione in Casablanca, i.e. 
Morocco, Algeria (rP.preeented by the GPRA or the Provisional 
Government of the.Algerian Republic), Libya, the United Arab 
Republic, Ghana, Mali and GUinea. Our deliberations produced 
a Charter for action, a Charter of etruggle·for the liberation 
of our Continent and for solidarity which we were to observe 
during the combat. It was the Casablanca Charter. The guideline 
of self-determination which was adopted was the essential content 
of the resolutions of the Casablanca Chart.er. We had the honour 
of d.e·fendiilg the resolutions of the Casablanca Charter in the· 
United Nations, and we did ·ao and we are going to speak of this no~. 
At the start of this session it was our intention to keep quiet, 
but the debates have reached such a level, and our anxieties are 
eo strong, that we prefer to explain ourselves, for tomorrow 
. the attitude of each State.will be judged. Ours will remain . . . 
faithful to'historical truth and social truth defended by o~ 
Peoplea. Witho.ut any complex, before. anyone, we will defend that 
truth. We fear only God and fear to do evil ar commit crimes 
against men and peoples. 
But what 'did the CBeabianca Charter prescribe ? You will be 
surprised, but the truth is the truth. We of Casablanca, we 
·were guided by the principal contradiction, the op~u3ltion between 
Africa and imperialism, and all ·the decisions taken were 
lsee~tially anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist in character. 
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Prance was still in·Mauritania and Morocco presented us with a 
report justifying the legitimacy of ita tArri*orial claims to the 
Western Sahara, called the Spanish Sahara, and to Mauritania. 
Guinea, Ghana, Mali, Libya, Morocco, Algeria and the United Arab 
Republic kncwn as Egypt today all voted unanimously for the 
resolution presented by Morocco against Prance and Spain. We have 
the resolution and can co~~unicate it to you at your requeat. Pacts 
are facts. What then were our guidelines ? .To resolve the contradiction 
opposing A!vica to colonialism and imperialism. We preferred that 
Morocco extend to Mauritania rather than.7.rance,. a foreign power. 
We preferred that Morocco be in the Western Sehara rather than 
. ~------Spain, a foreign power. This «as our position. But when later 
Mauritania proclaim~~ its independence and it was admitted to the 
U?ited Nations, «e told the otherea "It is time we adapted ourselves 
to the facta. ~ur previous position ~as against Prance. Today this 
power has left the territory. Now it is our Mauritanian brothers 
who are in power, we can no longer support·the Casablanca resolution." 
We then worked to bring Morocco to accept the reality. When it is 
said that in Addis Ababa in May 1963 •aur1tania:did~not take part 
in the founding of the OAU it is an errorr Mauritania took part 
as a !o,!!llding member of the OAU as did •orocco and Gui.lma·. 
There therefore remained the problem of solving the Western 
Sahara question. The reeclution presented by Morocco was supported 
by the OAR, Algeria, Mali, Guinea, Ghana and ;l:ibyar not only during 
the Casablanca conference but also in many other international 
bodies. 
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In September 1961 in Belgrade at the Constituent Conference 
of the Non-Aligned Movement, an important resolution 1n lavour·of 
Morocco on the Western Sahara was adopted unanimously. 
rn favour of Algeria, the same conference adopted a resolution 
demanding the return of the "Algerian Sahara" to the territory of 
Algeria; it prono~ced itself for the national independence of 
Algeria. We stress the term "Algerian Sahara" to underline the 
fact that there are Algerian, Moroccan, Malian, Libyan, Nigerian, 
SUdanese, Chadi~, Egyptian and Soma:li Saharas. The Sahara is 
a horizontal band that divides Africa in two, 'and this is why 
r:: ft!! use the expressions "Africa north of the Sahara" and 
"Africa south of the Sahara", although we condemn the terms. 
But. the reality is that this band existed and.it was never an 
au'tonoino'us state called the Sahara· State. History is history. 
There has never been a Saharan State nor ·a Saharan Nation\ I 
Thus we remember that we all supported Morocco against Spain; 
we eupported.Algeria against Pra~e; sc that each one may have 
its Sahara. ~ut all went well. Morocco supported Algeria, and 
Algeria supportea Morocco, and the rest of us acced our support 
of our brothers of NOrth Africa. This is the reality which cannot 
be denied nor camo~flaged. 
rn 1956, having followed th~ decolonization problem closely, 
• at first in the name of African trade unions, and then in the 
name of our Revolutionar~ Party, we can· affirm that there was not 
'a single liberation movement in Africa who could say that .Guin~a 
did not give it constant and resolute and unconditional support 
againut imperialism and colonialism. We say "unconditional" 
because by acting in this way we kept away from opportunist 
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alli3nces. For us such an attitude is such a sacred duty that if 
we aid not accomplish it we would have betrayed the aspirations of 
our own People. Moreover, our mission as African trade unionist 
leader always meant that above all the African ~eoples had to be 
libereted entirely. Hence we can proclaim this with complete 
confidence~ In 1956 ther6fore, we organized powerful demonstrations 
to support the Areb cause by defending the United ~ab Republic 
on the Suez Canal issue and against imperialism which at the time 
was coalesced against Egypt. 
In the name of the UGTAN (General.Union of Black African 
Workers), which was the Pan-African Trade nnion 7ederation 
at the time, there were demonstrations in 1957 in all French 
colonies to support the FLN, the Algerian National Liberation 
FrontJ just as support for Viet Nam and the PLN was. one of the 
real criteria for membership of our Trade Union Federation, 
because we had the very clear idea that the main contradiction was 
born of foreign domination and as long as it was not liquidated 
then Africa would not achieve its integral perwonality nor. all 
its dignity. 
Thus we can tell you that in 1957 our country was not yet 
independent, but as soan as Sierra Leone obtained semi-autonomy, 
here we are in Freetown to congratulate the leaders of the 
Sierra Leone People. President Siaka Stevens is our witness. 
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In 1957 we also went to Lagos to congratUlate our Nigerian 
brothers on their semi-autonomy. We also went to Ghana to 
congratulate our Ghanaian brothers. This indicates well our 
Pan-African vocation. regarding the struggle we mntinued to· 
wage to solve the contradiction fundamentally opposing the 
Continent to its colonialist and imperialist enemies. 
In 1958 the independence achieved by Guinea was only a 
supplementary means for the African combat as you know. In 1959 
we were the first among you all present here to recognize all the 
socialist countries and establish the first Embassies of the 
soc-ialist stateB, incluiUng CUba. African countries became 
independent be~ore us, because we were the 9th independent 
country i~A!rica and the 82nd member of the United Nations 
Organizatian. Today there are 50 independent African sta~es and 
152 member states in the UNO, but we were the first country to 
defy the challenge of imperialiem..tby opening on African .soil . 
in Guinea the first Embassies of all the socialist countries of 
Asia, Europe an~ CUba. Here we can say that this policy with 
the socialist countries contained a th~usand dangers: 
1)- rt was the period of the cold war. 
2)- The Guinean example was ~ wide breach in the colonial 
systellt. -
3)- You were treated as a valet of Moscow, a red to be 
brought·down if you had the slightest relationsh~p 
with a socialist country. 
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4)-- There was subversion inside the countr,r through 
accusations of atheism; and everyone knows the coat of euph 
accusations in a countr1 with a large Moslem majority. But the 
truth had to be defended and one had to behave as a sovereign 
and a non-aligned state. 
Our positions of support for all anti-imperialist movements 
are well known, thet are an imperious duty dictated by our 
revolutionart consciousness. However we have never imposed our 
views and our desires on a liberation movement. We have always 
worked with numerous persons but we have never told any one of 
them: wThis is the Guinean position, defend itt• Let anyone 
here contradict us and make us hang our·head in shame. We do not 
corrupt any partner and we do not allow ourselves to be corrupted. 
VIe have a keen sense of dignity. So once again··we are completely 
confident. And we clftim the honour of being the first to make a 
State visit to Cuba in.october 1960 1 at a time when it was 
under an American blockade. We had the honour of making the first 
African visit to China in 1960 and also to Viet Nam, when the 
risk was much greater than it is now because of the independence 
of a large number of countries in Africa. ~hat is to say that 
we have always been guided by a sense of historical truth. 
The "Casablanca Carter" group was a movement.~ose African 
States which did not belong to this movement created their 
Charter, the "Monrovia Charter". We are going to tell you a 
secret. r.~ay ell those who were founders of the OAU and 11fho Ere 
absent from this room, because they are perhaps dead o~ have 
fallen from power, may they all forgive us. It was we who 
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presented a politic~l report in crairo analysing the situation in 
Africa and telling our brothers of the ~asablanca groupi "our 
Charter is of course ~ti-imperialist and anti-colonialist. 
It doubtless incarnates effectively the profound aspirations 
to· liberty, responsability, dignty and progress of our Peoples. 
But take care, one must always look for a correspondance between 
the subject ana the objet so that we can achieve our objective 
and find the ways of achieV"ing it. What can we use to answer 
the aspirations bf our Peoples ? The maintenance of particular 
political orientations or a po~C! to transcend divergencies ? 
We consider that the second anlrer is the beet one. If it is not 
adopted it is certain that in the medium term Africans will 
find th!mselves on the path of unity with difficulty and then· 
we would be playing into the hanus of our enemies. We are not 
alone in.representing Africa. Whatever the quality of our ideas, 
the others also represant African states; we should scuttle 
the casablanca Charter in favour of African continental unity. 
Some persons did not believe in the possibility of the proposal. 
They said: "Trr it, if you succeed in convincing the Monrovia 
group it will be a good thing." We retortell that "e11:en if wa 
fail we will take responsability for it." From Cairo we went 
directly to Addie Ababa to see the Emperarrof Ethiopia, and the 
task was pursued from country to country until each calleague 
wa~ completely convince~. We then sent a Fersonal letter to 
each of the 30 ~ads of State ~f the time analjsing the African 
situation and posing questions. Each of them replied quito 
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honestly saying in effectt "unity is the beet formula, if the 
conditione can be created I am ready to take part." When the 
replies reached us we published a brochure with the letter·eent 
to each Head of State and their replies, and we conclude4t "unity 
is achieved a common will is expressed." We proposed five colleagues 
for Pounding Committee members and Addis Ababa as the site of the 
meeting. This is how the conference was held. Before going to 
Addis Ababa the main outlines of the Charter we mentioned were 
already written. That is to say that we know what we are talking 
about. 
B~t let US return to the eubje .. that preoccupies UBI the 
Sahara. Spain colonized the Sahara for decades. During these 
decades Prance was in Mauritania. There was no armed liberation 
struggle in the majority of our countries be~auee the conditions 
for the creation of such movements were not united. Tnie is the 
time and place to put an end to a false theor,r which refuses to 
analyse historical facts and claims that only those who took up 
arms to liberate themselves are really free. But let us refer to 
history when all Africa was colanized where was there a liberation 
movement 7 It is true that there was opposition to colonial 
penetration and we nave the advantage o( telling you that two 
of our grand fathers died in exile, Almmamy Samory Tour~ in 
Gabon and Bakary Tour~ in Madagascar. We have a sense of dignity 
and a tradition of struggle, eo that when Africa calls we are 
always present. But if there was no armed struggle, coordinated 
in the form of Liberation Movement, it was because the conditione 
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were not available. Resistance to colonial occupation, whether 
armed or not, was permanent, it is true, but the politico-milite--y 
fac~ of the L1beration M0 vement was not able to· be achievea until 
recently. However when two, four or five independent countries 
emerge~ bases of support for·liberation movements were created. 
Let us suppose that the PAIGC had been created in Guinea-Bissau 
without the support of Gambia, Senegal and Guinea, do you think 
that the PAIGC would have liberated Guinea-Bissau andproclaimed 
independence T our answer is nc· .• • Do you think that Zimbabwe 
would be fre& ±f it were not for Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia 
and the ·other front line state~ serving as support bases where 
nationalists were trained T For this reason we must remembe~ 
what unites us, it is our political finality; as for the forms 
taken by action, they depend on the means of which cne disposes, 
but since the ~eans did not exist at a certain point in time, no 
form of armed struggle could exist. Let there be no cleavage here 
therefore b~tween those wh~ liberatea themselves with arms and 
those who liberated themselves with agitation of trade unions, 
organization and political education. It is the aim and the 
objective that. count& to liberate ~ur Peoples and reconquer 
national power usurped by fcreign powers. 
Let us now turn to the disposition which says that colonial 
frontiers inherited from the past must remain intangible. The 
Addis Ababa session during which this problem was debate4 was 
blocked for six haura. We were commissioned by the late President 
iass~r (may his soul rest in peace) to intercede with Somalia 
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so that the conference would n~t be deadlocked and so that the . , 
OAU may be born. Weknow the reserves expressed by various persons. 
Today, in the light of situation, we can indicate to each one 
to renounce this or that pooition. But one must convince, for 
it in not by the argument of force that one must impose·on~self 
but by force of argument. We say then that there are nossibilitiea 
for secession in all our Nations, we know it, and in many countries 
we have seen it happen. Even today there are ethnic collectivities 
animated by the separatist epirit in certain states. If the mere 
fact of demanding independence constitutes the major reason, then 
we forget the difference between between the principal contradiction 
opposing us to im~erialism and colonialism, and the secondary 
contradictions inside our societies. 
If Tunisia and Morocco obtained independence in 1956, 
Mauritania also was independent in 1960 end in 1962 Algeria became 
independent. At the time we made a point of going to the United 
Nations to be the first to salute Algerian independence, just as 
we were at the United Nations t? salute the independence of Nigeria 
in 1960. If at that period a nationalist sentiment existed in the 
Western Sahara, and warlike tribes were in permanent rebellion 
against the Spanish occupier, there woul~ have been support bases, 
there would have been means available for an armed struggle 
against 5pain, since the environment was independent. But up until 
then, we repeat in all honesty, only one single voice was raised, 
and this voice which we supported until 1972 was raised against 
Spanish domination in the Sahara, and it was the voice of the 
Moroccan State and People. 
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As you kno~ the trilateral treaty was the subject of 
negotiations which we all followed. It was deposited with the 
Security Council in the United Nations. Why did the OAU not 
oppose it ? Because there was no conflict in North Africa. There 
were some reserves, such as ours which.ycu did not understand 
but which the countries interested knew well. Our reserve v1as 
that the Western Sahara be completely integrated with Morocco, 
which is normal; that Morocco renounce the integration of the 
Western Sahara with Mauritania,which is norma1.; that Morocco and 
Mauritania renounce that those who inhabit the area cpt to become 
a free People, independent and sovereign, which is normal also; 
but the partition of the Saharan populations, divide a people, 
this we cannot accept. We condemned this principle at the time 
while others kept their counsel. 
· We remember that in 1963 there was a terri.orial dispute 
between Algeria and Morocco in the Tindouf area and war broke out. 
The OAU was already born. We are going to reveal something£ 
immediately, without consulting Morocco, we cabled Morocco to 
inform it of the breaking off of diplomatic relations with it. 
Prom 1963 until 1975, during 12 years, in this at'lair of conflict 
between Morocco and Algeria we went further than Algeria since. 
i" the meantime, Algeria was reconciled with Morocco without even 
informing us but we maintained our negative attitude. We broke 
away from Prance for the same African reasons. We broke with 
Morocco for the same reasons. But truth is truth. In international 
bodies, from the Casablanca Charter to the Non-Aligned Conference, 
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we maintained that the Western Sahara belonged to Morocco; we 
supported t.1orocco until 1972; there was no Polieario when Algeria 
had been indecendent since 1962. This is a fact. We have nothing 
at all against a people. You are familiar with our theory: the 
People's quality is not determined by number or size of territory, 
it is determined by its existence ae a_people. Each people ie the 
equal of another. Here the political fact iB the expression of a 
desire for independence. But up until 1972 we have not recorded 
such an expression, except by way of !>1oroccan dt!marches designed 
to obtain African support and that of the Arab States against 
Spain, a support which \',aB given to r.torocco. 
We declined to make our position clear because we were a member 
of the Ad Hoc Committee. It was our duty to be silent about our 
personal views ana to reconcile our brothers of the North, all 
Arabs and Moslems, do everything so that a round table meeting 
may be held, to attain the objective we aimed at: to atop the war 
and negotiate a solution of the p~oblem. They are the same populations 
and no one can deny the community of combat linking all the 
Peoples of North Africa against imperialism with a war which has 
already coat dearly both in men and in money. Por this reason it is 
our duty·not to arouse passions or war whi9h are not constructiver 
th'! perfect legi timMy of a cause cannot lle ·.de:Urmined by more or 
lese interested alliances on the political plane; for a man of 
conscience, legitimacy should determine his positive attitude. In 
ten years you find yourselves again with the same brothers, but 
by drawing lessons from the passion with which some have intervened 
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they will regret it. One does not applaud the casualties of a 
war between brothers. One does not encourage ~illings between 
brother peoples. One must have a constructive attitude when one 
is among brothers. 
It is true that we have admitted previsional governments 
in the OAU and we were among those who accepted it. Take the 
example of Roberto Holden, leader of the Angola National Liberation 
Pront lFLNA). We appointed him as diplomat at the Guinean Embassy 
in New York with a Guinean diplomatic passport. We asked him to 
represent us en the U.N. Decolonization Commission. We 'were in 
favour of' the admission of the Holden government to the OAU. But 
in the end the positions of the People • s Liberation t!ovement of 
Angela (I.!PLA) turned out to be more just than these of Holden s 
PNLA. We had analysed the situation and had give~ our support to 
the t~LA, when Holden as the head of a Government was sitting among 
us. What did this bring us to ? With regard to so-called 
Prench Somaliland, there was a liberation movement in Ethiopia, 
a liberation movement in Somalia, and an opposition moveme~t in 
Djibouti. But finallt it was the' movement from inside that was 
chosen by the People in the elections. 
Equally, for the Provisional Government of the Algertan Republic 
(GRPA) we fought to get it admitted to our deli~~rations. In 
Monrovia in l959 Guinea imposed it as a cendition of its 
participation. In fact the Conference did not want to admit the 
GPRA. We said that we recoenized that it did not represent an 
independent state, that it was a Liberation Movement, but because 
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of the magnificent struggle that it waged courageousl~ against 
Prcnch imperialism and colonialism, we should accept the GPRA 
in cur rar~s· to demonstrate to Prance our complete solidarity with 
the combattants. We went so far as t~ make quite clear our firm 
determination not to occupf our seat if the GPRA did not occup~ 
its seat. That was in 1959 in Monrovia. When the GPRA representative 
~ame to Guinea wr were askea not to receive him and threatened. ~e 
gave orders for the Algerian flag to be raised and, in the room 
next to ours, to receive the GPRA representative who is at present~ 
Minister of Por~ign Affairs, brother Ben Yahia who is present in this 
rccm t Tnus we ccntinuea the same struggle. As for Nigeria, a 
separatist movement was created proclaiming that Biafra was born, 
that a government was formed, fixing the statutes of the ne·w stater 
we refused to recognize it. If in Nigeria it was imperialism that · 
cc~inated, and Biafra had set up a government against this 
imoerialism, ~e would have been one of ~he first to recognize it 
and ask for OAU support; but there is the Pederal Republic of 
fligeria, an indeper.dent state member of the OAU, and here on a 
secessionist and tribalistic basis brothers set up a state, giving_ 
itself a constitution, and the whole province wage! a war of 
secession. l"le said we would be en Nigeria's side. We muat say that 
sc~e of those who led the secession were our personal friends. 
When a personal friend spoKe on the radio to proclaim secession 
we wrote to him to denounce him and tell him that we were no longer 
his friend, that we were on the side of the national unity of the 
fligerinn Federation. 
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We_ repeat that we are keeping to the historical facts. When we--. 
became Presi~ent of the Government of Guinea en October 2,1958, the 
Press called me "the ioungest President in the world." Today, thanks 
be to God, we are the Vice-Dean of African Heads of State, the 
Dean being the honourable President Habib Bourguiba. Hence we 
have watched the.film of the African liberation combat and seen 
all its sequences. Even if we are not intelligent we have a certain 
experience. We will never treat a problem appertaining to the 
principal contradiction in the same way as a problem which w~ 
consider to be internal to our Organization. Th1s is a line of 
conduct which we intend to remain faithful to. 
Let us go further and examine the case of our Saharan brothers. 
They have .the right to forin a liberation movement. Thei have· the 
right to ask for our support. We can give it just· as we can reluse 
it, b~t they have the right to demonstrate their will. This 1s a fact. 
But if two African s~ates, members of the OAU, are at war, are. we, 
yes or no, going to intervene to obtain a ceasefire and settle 
the problem opposing ~wo member states in a peaceful fashion 1 
When the problem is internal only the peaceful solution must 
prevail, when it is externa1 then it is violence. 
When we give assistance to a ccuntrt to exercise violence 
against imperia1ism it is cur duty. Thus, if we have anxieties 
it is become some of us tend to confuse ideclogi with politics. 
Ideology is always abstract, it sets down the finality, it is the 
choice of an ensemb1e of coherant ideas defining relations between 
man arid nature,. between man and man, the principle's of life, methods 
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of analysing problems, the principles of behavio~ when faced by 
problems. But politics is a concrete fact, a question of translating 
ideas. If you like, Politics is an idea expressed in concrete terms, 
although one must still know what concrete means I We are the 
Leader of Guinea, and perhaps if we were in Algeria we would not 
be a Leader. One must be familiar with the environment in !;which one 
acta, use the proper language, transform nature with the 
knowledge of things and ways of using them. Here inside the OAU 
our anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist ideology constitutes our 
identity.- We want to make Africa reepbneible and dignified, and th~ 
is alec cur identity. However there are differences between us; our 
regime do not have the same constitution, de not obe1 the same 
principles, do not use the same political and social s1stems. But 
if we turn these differences ibto abstaclea then intolerance seta in 
and each one of us will think he has the key to all problems. Hence 
we must transcend these differences to take·our identit1 into 
account, reinforce our community of combat, because unsolved 
problems are bigger than those that have been solved. So far in 
fact we have not been able tc fix the prices of our raw materials, 
we have not managed to integrate our transportation and tele-
communications, currenc1 is under foreign sovereignty in many 
countries, et cetera, all things that command the African future. 
We have not solved the problem of self-BUfficienc1 in food and 
we are tributaries of the exterior in man1 fields. 
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With regard to the question of the Weste;T, Sahara it should be 
stated that problem ~ere concerns the Ad Hoc Committee which has been 
formed, and we must inform you that in Khartoum, after the session, 
it was we who proposed a sub-committee composed of two colleagues, 
General Obasanjo and General Moussa Traor' who were to undertake 
steps and make efforts to obtain a peaceful settlement of the conflict. 
Afterwards, this sub-committee reported en its activity. But there 
was a procedurial error to which we will draw your attention now 
• 
so that you ma:t really know what we t~ink deep down. This report 
should have been submitted to the Committee before the Summit. We 
have nothing against anyone, perhaps people were in a n~, ~ut we 
did not attend any meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee. We simply saw 
documents distributed and we were t~us placed before the accomplished 
faat. Should the Press have been told that the procedure was wrong ? 
We thought it better not to cut of respect for the OAU. So w~ kept 
uilent. At the time of the vote for the adoption of the report 
submitted to the 16th summit we replied: "Guinea votes because it is 
a member of the Ad Hoc Committee". At the 1\lonroyia Su:nmit you heard 
us express cur reprobation of the form •. But if we do not clarify 
and do not render public today our reserves of that time, no one 
wauld understand why we are not in. the same position as.certain 
members of the Ad Hoc Committee. For this reason we give the 
required detaillr in order to avoid any untruthful ir.terpretation 
or confusion regarding our ideas and attitudes regarding the 
Western Sahara problem. 
... .-
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Three weeks before the meeting that was due to be held in 
Mcnrcvia, and it must be .recognized considering that we will 
never tell lies for gold or silver, nor for titles, dignity being 
doing what one says and saying'what one does, and lies disqualify 
men~ Morocco wrote to the President of the OAU fer two reasonsz 
1)--Morocco expressed suprise that two members of the 
Ad Hcc Committee or Committee of Sages, that is to' say Presidents 
of Mali and Tanzania had taken position publiclY in favour of the 
Polisario against Morocco. As is known, Morocco disputed the 
neutrality and objectivity of these two members which it rejected. 
2)~Morocco asked for a postponent of the meeting of the 
C'ommittee of Sages to a later date. 
The Chainnan of the OAU c,onsidered that theproblem was important • 
He went to Cor~ry nhere we had a meeting of four hours with him. 
We told him: "it is'not a question of transfonning the 
Committee of Sages into a tribunal. The efficacity of the action 
to be undertaken will be a result of acceptance of a c'easefire 
ar.d above all the reconciliation of brothers who fight and kill 
each other. Keep our intimate positions tc ourselves and let us do 
everything to reconcile them. But if we want to decide around a 
round table v.e must firstl.)' ar.al.)'se all the arguments so that a 
just solution may come out of our meeting. Morocco asks for a 
postponement ? Well then let us accept 1t but let us ask it to 
propose a new date.~ It was three weeks before the meeting and the 
other members had not yet moved. If Monrovia had taken int~ 
consideration what we were agreed on perhaps the members w~uld 
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have been notified of Morocco's request for a postponement and the 
meeting would have been held at another date; and perhaps one may 
have been able to make a step forward. But the meeting was held 
at the original date which was maintained despite the request for 
a postponement. 
tet us now talk of proceddr•J what is·an Ad Hoc Committee, a 
commission of a parent organization 1 It is a working instrument. 
It has no sovereignty to exercise and cannot pttblish ita report nor 
its conclusions. It was designated by the Summit of Heads of State. 
Respect due'.to the Heads of State demanded that all resources for 
a ceasef'ire and reconciliation be mentioned in the report, that 
if there were difficulties they be mentioned also, and that the 
Cmmmit~ee go before the Summit. to present its report. Unf~rtunately, 
in Monrovia, the radio published all the motions and resolutions 
adopted by the Ad Hoc C&mmittee, and in one of' them the United 
Nations, the Non-Alaigned Movement and all International organizations 
were asked to take into consideration no other position except 
that dictated by it in the name of Africa. We are a member of the 
Ad Hoc Committee, we do not accept this kind of procedure; others 
ean accept it but we do not acce_~St it.· A working commission is a 
working commission; a part cannot substitute for the whole, and the 
whole is the sovereign ensemble of Heads of State. Every Government 
has its ~orking commissions but none of them wa1 publiah a decree or 
a law without the knowledge cf the Government. If we do not take· 
care, passionate examination of problema and the political alliances 
apparent in our debates will certainly lead to a weakaning of 
\ .. 
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the OAU end division between OAU member states. 
The OAU is"nbt a trade union of Heads of State, nor a political 
party ~ith a single ideology tc pract1ce. The OAU comprises 
scvereicn states obe.)'in~t different ideologies. We must take this 
real1ty into account and solve cur problems in a unitarian and 
re~l1stic spirit. 
What de we want ? Let us be clear. If we want the Saharan 
Arab Democratic Republic lSADR) to be ~ member of the OAU it must 
be stated clearly. If. this is the desire of the ~aharan populations 
we will be your var,gur:~rd in orcer that this desire may be respected. 
And if we want the Polisario tc be considered a liberation movement 
we must sa.)' sc. If the Ad Hoc Committee which nas presented the 
report in ~uestion still has .)'our confidence .fOU must show it. 
Fermer l1ber~ticn movements present here today as representatives 
of independent and sovereign states you were not supported by all 
states, nevertheless you are here ~s the legel representatives of 
free Nations. 
VIe members of the Ad Hoc Committee met before the opening of 
the present session. Except for one reserve that was formulated, 
all ether members agreed with the conclusions that the President of 
the Republic of1Senegal p~esented as current chairman of the OAU. 
:ue also merit some respect; and if we came to Freetown a day ahead 
it was because this Committee was to meet; otherwise we would not 
have come on Monday,. June 30,19~0. 
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The aim of our Committee of Sages is first ·to atop the war so as 
to re-est~:~blish a just peace. When we hear one say "we will continue 
the war" and another say "we will continue the war" this raises a 
question I If we must back up these bellicose positions we would 
never h~:~ve created an Ad Hoc Committee, and we would not Qe here. 
If we are talking about procedure and debating today it is to 
settle an.acute problem fer the benefit of our Peoples. Hence we 
should not follow two opocsed groups in their at.titudes. We ought to 
be perspicacious and exigent to get them to accept conGitions for 
stepping the war. Fer. the Saharan Pec~le, be they 74 1000 persons 
or 74 million or a billion persons what interests us is the people's 
will. Acccrdinr, to cur ideology, the people are the only source of 
legitimacy and legality, the only container, subject and object of 
the law. Only ita freely-expressed will counts. We ask you not to 
confuse the problem under discussion with certain problems which 
we have solved already. The PAIGe, African Party of Independence 
of Guinea and Cape Verde, fought against P0 rtuguese imperialism, 
the FLN, the Algerian National Liberation Front, against France, 
the Frelimo against Portugal. Because here it is a question of 
Morocco, an OAU member state which moreover took the initiative 
in the struggle for the liberation of the Western Sahara against 
Spain auring a period of over ten years. We are ready to change 
opinion as soon as we learn that when consulted the Saharan people 
expresses the desire to create an independent state. We say we 
respedt the will of the people. If the people say "my territory 
must remain integrated with the Moroccan patrimony" Pe are ready 
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to respect the voice of the people. If thet say "no, I prefer to 
become completelt independent and sovereign" we are read! to respect 
its will. If thet say "I want to become part of an ensemble with 
Mauritania" we wil~ assist in making concrete this freely-expressed 
desire~ Whatever the people's will it is an order which we must 
obey. "This is the undeniable right of peoples to self-determination. 
The right to self-determination is resolution L514 of the U.N. 
General Assembly of 1960 which has made it into an international 
law. But what is the origin of the resolution 7 Forgive us, but it 
was we who presentee it to the United Nations in 1959. We are the 
author and we exnressed this desire for the first time· in a ~peech 
to the United Nations. The first translation of this resolution 
was by an Algerian, Chanderly, and another by a Tunisian, masmoudi. 
The discussion was open, the atmosphere heated, and the resolution 
was net voted during that session. Later the Soviet Union asked 
for the resolution to be amended so that all the socialist countries 
could assemble around her. We gave cur agreement. The final draft 
of the text was substituted for the first. 
We went td the General Assembly in 1960 to take part in the 
debates. The day after our speech in the UNO we had to leave for 
Cuba. But then we saw en television while we were still in New York 
that the cold war was on just as we are in the process of doing 
in another dimension here. There were 75 speakers down to answer 
President Nikita Khruschev, the Secretary-General of the Soviet 
Communist Party, who took off hie shoe to beat on his desk. The 
cold war was 1gnited. The resolution suffered from it and its 
adoption was compromised. We postponed cur journey to Cuba. We 
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returned to the aeaaicn to address the Assembly. We analysed the 
situation and said Africa was not a piece of merchandise, that 
our dignity ought not to be transformed into merchandise and 
an objec~ of propaganda. In the naMe of Africa we appealed to 
all those who were to apeak on the issue asking them to refrain 
!rom taking the floor, that the debates be stopped and that 
a vote be taken. In this way the resolution was voted unanimously. 
We thank God !or havinP. represented Africa on that day. Therefore, 
. . 
we know_the resolution. Anyone can violate it, but we cannot. as 
we have always said. But must the terms be defined sKactly ? 
A liberation movement can demand the rir~t to ael~-determination 
in the name of ita colonized people. But if the SADR already 
considers itself an independent and sovereign state to be admitted 
as such as a member of the OAU, can the self-determination 
principle still be a just demand ? 
This is why, if we really want a solution, we must say:"The 
problem has ita solution at an African level. We are going to 
consult the Saharan population, whether there are 95~ on the 
territory of Morocco and 5~ in Algeria does not matter. All the 
Saharan populations will be assembled and we will consult them. 
If the majority say "we want to remain Moroccans" we will follow 
the path of the majority. If a majority say "we want autonomy 
in the Moroccan framework" we will say agreed. Or if a majority 
say "we want t~ form a separate sovereign state apart from 
Mauritania, Morocco and Algeria" we will say:"brothera of .. 
r:orocco, Algeria and Mauritania, accept the voice of the Saharan 
populations. Africa asks you to• how, as members of the OAU, 
give 1our assistance, aid, friendship and support to this ~ew state 
eo that it may make up for the considerable time lost during 
the period of Spanish domination." The essential thing for the 
moment therefore is that there should be a consultation of the 
populations; as long as the1 have not expressed their will the 
diverse positions will be arbitrary and there will be an 
escalation of violence. 
This is the only just position we should have adopted in this 
chamber if we wanted to be at the service of the Peoples ot Africa, 
to never utilize a probl~ concerning the future of a People to 
settle other affaire or satisfy other passions. But if you do not 
wish to take the dignity o~ Nations into account, and impinge on 
national pride, you risk leading the OAU into a dead efld. The 
Saharan wants to be a State and a People, but::Morocco also is 
a People and a State. 
We are familiar with Morocco. We went there in August 1959 
to support Moroccan popular forces and the t7ade union movement. 
We gave lectures in our capacity as a trade un~on Head of State 
~ 
in all the labour exchanges of Morocco, we did it for democracy. 
We even-interfered in Morocco's domestic affairs and we admit it 
here. We had relatione with all the progressives all the time frore 
1954"onwarda. But we ought to tell you, dear brothers, that the 
whole of the Moroccan Opposition, including the Moraccan Communist 
Party, the trade union movement, the students, and all "&toroccan 
bodies form one single ~1oc opposed with their King to any 
division of Moroccan territory. This is a reality. Even if we wanted 
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to support our Sah8ran brothers we could not do so by force. Let 
us convince cur Moroccan brotherst "all you have said about the 
past is true, but make a sacrifice in the name of Islam, they 
~re sister populations. They want to form a Statet accept the 
political promotion." We can convince by using reason; and the 
solution that will arise out of this convi~tion will have the 
chance cf being applied to make peace in North Africa. But if you 
want war we do not want a war between brothers. We say so frankly. 
Not only does the'wat<risk getting worse, but as someone said it 
ma1 be internationalized and it may also divide the OAU and the 
Arab League, we tell you so right now. 
Certain per~ons have taken the liberty of making threats when 
it is a question of explaining and convincing. 
With regard tc the statutes,. ArticDe 25 of the internal 
regulations of the OAU is on page 53 of the brochure on the OAU 
which we have here:. "to be adopted all resolutions and decisions 
must be carried by a two-thirds majority of members of the 
Organization". Witn regard to Article 28, concerning the 
admission of a free African state, independent and sovereign, 
there was no dispute over Guinea-Bissau for examplef as soon ae 
we learned that the PAIGC had proclaimed a state it was admitted 
as a member. We were not consulted on the admission of Guinea-Bissau, 
tlozambique or Angola, which were taken for granted; no procedure, 
we are in them,·they are in us; but this is not the case with the 
Wtstern Sahara. Things must no.t be mixed up. Until proof' of the · 
mntrAry is provided, Morocco is a member of the OAU. If the 
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problem posed here is the expression of the will of the Saharan 
People we will support that will. Whatever the number.of the 
population of a People we are for the People; let this be clear; 
but ~ftere·~~st be a democratic expression tc ccnvince Morocco, 
a democratic expression to convince everyone. 
As for o'ureelvee we tri.ed in 1976, we reveal this for the first 
time, we tried to interest ourselves actively in the problem. We 
sent delegations to Morocco and Algeria. We never mentioned this, 
not even in·Guinea and much lese so elsewhere. The militants of 
our own·party did not kno~ about it. We proposed a final text to 
Morocco and Algeria and we received their replies. They were both 
agreed on our proposals fer a definitive solution of the conflict, 
and we were very happy because the end of this painful war was 
getting near. But, afterwards, the process was blocked by the 
Algerians. 
Indeed,, a few days after the 13th OAU Summit the late President 
H. Boumedienne sent us brother Yakher asking us to "suspend the 
d'marchee in progress at the ti~e until after the seesicn in 
Mauritius". In the same period, Mauri tenia was suoj ected to a 
military aggression, which allowed us to better realise what was 
at stake ••• 
We do not wish to go into detail~. The process of settlement of 
the conflic~ was stopped despite ourselves, and for this reason 
we told the Algerian Government's special envoy: "we will not 
discuss this problem any.more since we have found a solution for 
1tl When consulted the two brother countries were agreed and that 
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was the.best solution. But since you want war we will not 
discuss the problem any more." This is why we liave:not talked 
about it since then. But if we say nothing at this"l7th summit, 
when certain persons have said that there are founding fathers of 
the OAU here and many are appeal~ng to us, if we did not take 
the floor some people will say we are resigning. But nc, dear 
colleagues, it is not a resignation ! We want to avoid the 
spectacle of a division in the OAU when we have other important 
probiems to solve. The Moroccan People with 20 million inhabitants, 
the Mauritanian People, the Algerian People, all are interested 
and concerned. We aught to treat them with the same respect and 
'interest. We should not side with one or the other. 
The most efficacious and just thing to do is to bring together 
all those who are concerhed and interested for a negotiated 
solu~ion. · 
We have as an example the decolonization process of Zimbabwe. 
Who was ti2 most engaged of the front line member states, Mozambique, 
Tanzania or Zambia ? But these states cannot say they did not 
encourage the struggle, nor participated directly or indirectly 
in the negotiations to find the solution of independence of the 
Zimbabwe People. Take also the case of Guinea-Bissau. Everyone knows 
Guinea-Bissau counted on all sincere African countries loyal to 
the cause it defended, and the PAIGe did well to ·accept negotiations 
around a table in Algiers with the participation of Algeria and 
Portugal. Everyone also knows that the African Party for the 
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Independence of Guinea,and Cape Verde, PAIGC 1 was supported . "\ 
unccnditionall1 by Algeria and Guinea. When one is interested in 
a ccnflictaal situation one should necessarily take part in 
the solution, all the more so when one is concerned. But when 
one cf the parties concerned b1 the Sahara conflict declares 
that it does not want to take part in any negotiation, while it 
is supporting the war effort under way, we ought to Bblige it, 
fr~terr~ll1 and amicably, to take part in the negotiations with 
a view to finding a solution. For this reason, we appeal to the 
wisdom cf one and all. Let us forget what divides us at the 
present time, and let us take into account ~hat should unite us 
ar.d concerns cur common future. 
The war going on at present risks leaving deep scars which 
will make the re-establishment of mutual confidence difricult 
ar.d prevent active cooperation between our Peoples• For this 
reason, even if Article 28 concerns the admission of new members, 
it is the Secretart-General's duty to answer a question asked 
of him. Article 27 comes b.efore Article 28 1 it was rais6~ 1 and 
if it had not been raised when the Secretary-General was sp~aking, 
one could have said: "ii is finished, the reserve should have 
been made before recognition of the SADH was announc•d by a 
simple majority of. twent1 six votes." But Morocco, according to 
the Secretar1-General 1 formulated a contestation and the OAU 
Secretart-General cabled the text of it before we arrived here. 
Morocco is a member state, whether 10u like it or not. The OAU 
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is a vcluntElr.f Orgflnization, each one of.us joined it vo.i.untarily. 
We de net want Sierra Leone to be t1 place of div~eion Elnd the 
bre~king up of the OAU. But if confusion sets in, the OAU will 
brc~:~k Up • 1'/e. tell you BOo VIe hElVE cur StfltUtes which eayr_. "eenever 
the interpretflticn of a etatutor.t diepcei tion is requested by a . 
Str>te, the cor.ference must decide by a two-thir~ majority". Morocco 
hElS re~uested, and it is its legal right to do BO, the interpretation 
of the notion· of an African independent and sovereign state •. This 
demr>ncs thflt we decide first of all on the prejudicial question; as 
• 
seen E!S it is posed it steps all discussion. What the Secret_ary-General 
told us he should r.ot hElVe done because there is a· prejudicial 
question; this is logical; and if there is no discipline, the 
OAU will net consolidate itself. VIe are not a Part.t here, we are an 
inter-st8te org~:~nizaticn. If it were a congress we would be free to 
refer to the jcint ideological line to decide all litigation. But 
we r>re net a Party, we are net in a congress, we are in a session 
of needs of State'. The statutes ur.ite us as we elaborated, discuss_ed 
and E!dcpted them. And wh.f did we talk in Monrovia of a two-thirds 
majority? Because t1ll decisions submitted to the Assembly and 
requiring a vote demand a two-thirds m~:~jority nominr>l vote. Each 
member state can call for a nominal vote to remand respect for 
cne of the diepcsi tiona of the Charter"; even if one is unhappy with 
"such a· procedure it exists and mu"st be respected. But let us suppose 
that even 49 statEs voted to recognize the SADR, the Saharan Arab 
Democr~:~tic Republic, would that stop ihe war instantly ? No l 
since independent states can be at war. Yet what we are seeking is 
to out an end to the war. Innocents are falling. That is the 
painful aspect and ,. e car,r,ot sub::Jc:-ibe tc the pElth of genocide 
between us for ant reason whatever. 
This, thr.n, brothers, is "the objective: to stop the war. There 
are only two ·ways of settling this ccnf'lict. The first is war; one 
destroys the other and is victorious bt pll!Aical Pnd material· force. 
Tile second way is the peaceful way which oegins with negotiations, 
with 'the force of argumtnts, with the, ir,terpenetrPticn of 
feelings until a ccmmcn will ·is tlCIT• to set cut en a new path. 
Tnis is the cne prescribed to us, the peaceful path. It is viable, 
it ia the scluticn. Hence, we de not want a victcrt fer anyone, we 
want victory fcr.cur Peeples.· And we repeat: the scle and unique 
source cf legality and leeitimacy is the People. The sole reference 
for all acts having historical and_ social scope is the People. 
Sc let us agree: if you want to renew the mandate of the Ad Hoc 
Committee renew it. But if .)'ou Pdmit that the SahPran stPte exists, 
that it is a member of the OAU, the Co~ittee hns no further r~ison 
d'Ure~ This independent stt>te will be at war with another independent 
state. And when you have alread! taken a neeative stand in. relation 
to a state, the state will also mobilize friendly armies and 
Africa will be at war against Africa. If you want it, we wculd 
·never want it. Fer this reason, the President of Nigeria told you 
that there was an Ad Hoc Committee;-if you renew its mandate it 
will continue ita d~marches and there will be nothing ag~inst it, 
Morocco having saidr "we will abide" by the proposal of President 
Senghor, we will answer the appeal with all parties concerned." 
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Hence we have alreadt four,d the wet. If tl1e current Chairman, the 
President of Sierra Leone, decided even within one or two weeks 
·to convene the Ad Hoc Committee, ;the ir,terested and concerned 
parties will answer the call and attempt the .final reconciliation. 
Everything will be done to frwour an entente between brothers. What 
preoccupies us is the future. If the peaceful path exists it 
will be taken •. If it does not exist there is no point in keeping 
this Committee. Because nigeria is a member of the Committee it 
has prooosed that ev.ertthing be done so tlu•t the interested· and 
concerned countries accept the dialogue in order to put an end to 
this painful conflict. Mauritania which was concerned and is 
now onlt interested, Mauritania1 when it took the floor, said that 
the Polisario and Morocco must engage in a dialogue, but the 
interested countries like Algeria must help.them; this is justice. 
If the interested countries do not help them, it will be n dialogue 
between deaf people. The Sudan, another member of the Ad Hoc 
Committee, has made the same proposal. We are a member of the 
Ad Hoc Committee and we have made a similar proposal. If it is 
not accepted the Ad Hoc Committee must be dissolved. 
The admission by a simple majority is contested by the 
. . 
prejudicial question posed by Morocco. This. prejudicial question 
must be answered bt a two-thirds majority before the admission. 
If the two-thirds majority is not obtained b.)' the prejudicial 
queauon, those who have recognized the Saharan Arab 8epublic · 
are free lthet did so in all sovereignty) to continue to support it. 
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But this recognition does not engage the OAU, nor does it follow 
that the SADR is admitted as a member of the OAU. As long as the 
statutes of the OAU are not respected no irregular decision will 
eng~ge the respcnsability of the OAU. Tlungs must be clear. 
Dear Brothers, painful problems like th~t of the Middle Eas't 
h~ve r.ot beer. cisc:ussed by us and so we are going to say a few 
words abo.ut them. \'lith rer,ard to the Palestine L1 be ration Organizatior 
(PLO), the first Head of State to h:we paid it a visit in a camp 
vias ourself. On Falestine soil we said: "even if the world abandons 
your cause, even if the Arabs betrat you, Guinea will remain 
loyal to tour cause; _it wi 11 be at your side until vic tor-t." 
After the Israeli a~gressicn of 1967 you waited fer how many years 
before breaking \'lith Israel ? As fer Guinea, in the first date . ot· 
the war between Egtpt and Israel it expelled all Israe~a from the 
. cour.try. You, tcu v.aited several years to break off relations. VIe 
de net behave ir• the same way. But the developp.ent of the situation 
in the V.iddle East is in a stage that demands that Africa mar.ifests 
itself. The Arabs de r.ot agree with the Camp ~.vid accords and 
they hfiVe said so, it is. P fact, but America has manifested itself • . 
Eurcne has just manifested itself. It has made prcp~sals. What is 
ntcpoing Africa from studting in depth the subject and making 
nrcncaals, ccuraeecus or.es suscen-;ible of stopping this war 
which has lasted 32 tears ? 
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Hence we need a sense of responsability and_to cultivate love 
of historical truth. The progress of the People and of all Peoples 
should be the point·of reference for all our ideas and attitudes· 
as a basis for determining everything. _For this rea~on wh must . 
use this point of reference regarding the Saharans, and support 
all the decisions and aspirations·that would arise out of a 
consultation. Apart from this way there is only the way·of war 
and adventure and we ask you not to 'take this path. We ask, you. 
to be.firm on a peaceful position for reconciliation of our Arab 
brothers. Whatever the soluti~n, ,if the war.is stopped,_ if the 
populations are preseryed, if peace is established, we can ~btain 
·cooperation which is the indispensable element for African stability. 
We therefore anpeal to evertone to get.out of the atmosphere of 
passion and aim at a single objective: the victory of Africa. We 
launch an appeal to everyone for th~m to get the capability of 
stopping this war, of reconciling all the brot~e~s .in the.area 
and put them on the path of cooperation. _When speaki~g of African 
integration the Sahara problem shquld be examined from this 
point of view. The~e is only_one path leading to this noble 
objective and it is the path of negotiation. One must convince 
with reason 'and sentiment and not resort to force. One must not 
use the argument of force but force of argument. 
-Today we have cannona, and we could uae bomber• to kill each 
other, ~ut'let ~~ use them elaewhere to combat those who hum{liate 
us, and let us use reason to reaoh·an agreement within our 
family of Africa. 
Porgive us fer taking up eo much of your time, dear oclleaguee, 
but we wanted to 'make our attitude clem:o 
Bach one of us is free to act. !he People 1 1 Revolutionarr 
Republic of Guinea fer its par{ will remain loral to the-OAU. 
·It abid•a by the statutea· of the OAU. It will never violate the~ 
to please any~ne. We will please only_Africa. Por this reason, a• 
long.as the stPtutes are not respected, we will fight, we will 
express ourse~ves before international and·Afriean public opinion 
for the respect of the OAU and respect of the legal Charter·of our 
unity. 
In conclusion we remindyou ot our appeal. to choose the path of . 
negotiation an4 fraternitT, and to abandon the path of war, because 
even if victory ia won by·war, it would leave eequela that would 
oppose us continually. 
We hope that the OAU will triumph in ita debatee and that God 
"> 
will guide us to the happiness of our People•· and peace in the 
world. 
\ Ready for the Revolution 
Ahmed S~kou !OURB 
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• CLOSING SPFECH AT THE 17TH SUMMIT 
OP' HEADS OP' STATE AND GOVERNMENT OP' THE 
ORGANIZATION OP' AFRICAN UNITY.(O.A.U.) 
_MAD~ BY PRESIDENT AHMED SEKOU TOURB 
Freetown, July 4,1980 
Mr Chairman, 
Dear Colleagues, _ 
.·It is our,honour in the name of our Conference to convey the 
sincere thar~s of all Heads of State and Government of the 6AU 
'to the current Chairman of our Continental Organization, the 
'illustrious .Head of Stat~ ._of Sierra Leone 1 the indefatigable 
combattant who led the struggle at the head o.f his People to 
record for his ?!aticn. great victories in all. fields, We wish him 
again, in ~he name of everyone, excellent health, longevity and 
especially complete efficacity in the accomplishment of his·high 
mission as the guide of the destinies of our Organization fo~ the 
coming year. 
· We convey to the valiant People of Sierra Leone or sincerest 
thanks for its permanent mobilization· curing the days we ~ave passed 
among them,· to signify to. all Africa their complete willingness .to 
take part .fully in the African combat for progress. 
We also thank all the participants in the 17th Summit who 
have contributed to the suceess of the Summit, and who have 
• 
disspited all arulietie'e and doubts about the irreversible ll!haracter 
of our Org~nizaticn's march towards the ideals of liberty and 
progress prcol8imed·by ~ts Ch8rter. We know that even though 
certain viewpoints were somewhat passionate, i~ st~tements by 
certain pe~ple were more or lese sour, all this had but one and 
the same aim, to engage Africa in more powerful solidarity, and 
mere ~ctive, b88ed on mutual confidence and f~vouring, at each 
stage of cur.Continent's history, the unity of action of.our 
·Peoples and governments. Thus out of the diversity of arguments 
and positions has arisen a convergence of all minds towards the 
same aim:' the reinforcement of the commcn·b8ses of action in the 
exclusive interest of our Peoples. 
The struggle against imperialism, the combat against colonialism 
and neo-colcni8lism, the combat against under-development constitute 
. . 
the common der.ominator accepted by all, and the str~gle for the 
complete liberat1cn of Africa mobilizes us, our Peoples and our 
consciences. We still"have on the·agenda crucial problems that 
demar•d hhe rigorous, rational and constant utilization of ·all our 
plliSical and intellectual energies. It is a question nctli~l:t of 
liber~ting Namibia whoa~ existen~e as a colon;t is shameful to all 
humanity,.beo~use we well remember that South West Africa was·a 
Germani colony, like·Tanzania'when it was Tanganyika and North 
C8meroon·which hss become an integral part of the United Republic 
of Cameroon. The situation is the same for Togo which is also 
liberated toda;t. The U.N. Security Council has taken awa;t South 
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African tutelage over Namibia. Our continent is therefore placed 
before ita responsabilities, since South African Republic domination 
over Namibia no longer has legal justification, and for this reason 
we must' meet the challenge launched bt imperialism and rehabilitate 
ourselves bt makinB an effective ~ontribution to the acceleration 
of the decolonizaticn process for the brother People of Namibia. 
We must also remember the shameful situation created ~ Angola 
by the South African racists. Yesterdat, like mant of you, we 
received·a message from the current Chairman of the Non-Aligned 
t.!cvement, cur common friend, cur b.-other in arms, the President of 
the :1oci~list Republic of Cuba,. comrade lidel "~stro, drawing our 
attentio~ to'th~ situation prevailing at present in Angola, and 
askinp, cur States to react vigorously so that the acquisitions of 
the anti-imperialist combat of Angola may be preserved. We are sure 
that each one of us on his return will not fail to alert the 
Security Council or the General Assembly of the United Nations, faced 
by the criminal activities.of imperialism in southern Africa, to 
pretest meet energeticallt on behalf of·his People. Each one of us 
should mobilize even more the conscience of African masses with . 
r~~ard to the South African Republic's insolence unrivalled in barbarJ 
bi ant r~gime however Pascist. 
The stru~gle for Africa's integratill• and economic development 
was mentioned in speeches and the action plan ~aopted· by the special 
Lagos summit should from now on guide our activities, because if 
political liberation is a prior condition, we must know that only 
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economic liberation will m~ke us reellt independent. Africa is not 
a poor continent. If we speak of poverty and insufficiency it is 
because we have not.yet pooled the immense moral, intellectual 
and material wealth of cur continent end the numerous ways at hand, 
not to mention the most diverse potential whose effective 
development could make Africa a powerful entity on the economic 
plane immediately. 
We are right therefore to draw up a plan of action for the 
economic integration and development of cur continent, but, at 
all tlmea, we must improve cur working methcds. We are an Organ-
ization which has the duty and the right to adapt itself to the 
.various phases of cur Peoples' evolution, tc seek ways that 
exist and ·incre~se ccntinuously, and to find the best conditions 
for using them with a view to accelera~ the political liberation 
process, as well as the economic and social liberation process 
of our con~on fatherland, Africa. Of course, we are living in a 
period in which this country needs that country, but this,does not 
mean that a needy country should be "absorbed". If we are to· receive 
from others, we should do so with dignity and not forget that~ 
we have lived with our own forces and we will live better if we 
stop dispersing our efforts and means. 
In a wore! we must liberate--ourselves from all fot'l!ls of 
alienatio~ and we can do so. Pre-colonial Africa did not neea 
any other continent to elaborate its vivilization, to determine 
its relations between Africans and nature, to determine the quality 
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of relations to be established inside African society. Africa has 
always shown ability, imagination and creativity. Colonization 
came to interrupt Africa's march. Nearly all of us have aufrered the 
hard trials cf·colonialiam which correspond to an eclipse of our 
history insofar as this scourge plunged us into a context of 
irresponsability and indignity. But to<~ay,thanketo struggle and by 
means of struggle the majority of African coun~ries have . 
reconquered the right to independent life~ It is true that other 
continents are still groaning under colonial exploitation, . 
deprived as we were cf the sovereign exercise of the attributes of 
freedom. Today therefore we ought to change and liberate ourselves 
also of the insufficiencies and sequela of the colonial system •. 
This liberation which begins with intellectual and mental liberation 
means returning Afric~, reintegrating africa in its personality, 
ita aspirations, and defend African dignity, and at all times and 
in all places to remain'mobilized and intranaigeant in the 
legitimate defence of obr continent's superior interests. 
This new liberation of Africa is incumbent en each one of 
our States. We must reconquer all·cur ~ighta entirely, all cur 
means, our personality, our dignity and remain continually 
reaponsable fer our destiny. We may well demand new terms of 
exchange, fair tariffs, effective control of our resources, but 
will these demands be satisfied if our economies remain vulnerable 
because of the absence of a minimum of integration cr even 
a minimal policy of ccncertation ? 
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Africpn is capable o1 forming an exemplary econcmic and 
political ccmmunity, an entity much larger than others since 
it covers 27,500,000 sq~re kilometres when the United States of 
~erica cover 9,400,000 square kilometres, the Soviet Union 
22,400,000 square kilo~etres, China 9,4BO,OOO square kilometres, 
and Europe· organized into the European Ecohomic Community 
1,528 1000 square kilometres; Africa is in the lead. Now geographic 
data must be taken into consideration to determine the economic 
potential of countries. ·No, Africa is not poor, and those who say 
th~y are pQor because their soil is poor say they are poor because 
they still are unaware of ~hat nature places st their disposal; 
they neglect the fac.t that if their countries are apparently not 
very rich .natural resources are immense elsewhere, and these are 
the resources of the African community •. To take the argument 
further, even if an A~rican country is objectively deprived, it 
is rich all the sSJIIe insofar as a policy of econcomic compleme'ntarity 
between our States can enable us 'to !&distribute wealth. 
As we have said Africa has the duty to exploit the immense 
potential of its soil and s~:bsoil. China's population is 900 
millions, but this does prevent China being a state anti an unita.ry 
'state and a powerful one. That of the USSR is 270 millions with 
16 !!tates; the population of the United State.s of America. is 220 
million with 51 •~ates. These populations do not prevent these 
collectivities from being strongly integrated economic communities. . . 
With 450 million people and 50 states why should not Africa 
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ccnstitu~e just as strongly integrated a Community T If we want to 
forge ahead and really convert our differences into powerful 
factors of identity, personality and influence we must turn to 
the creation of new structures. or course it will be up to each 
Nation, as seen in the examples we have just given, to continue to 
be a~ liberty to choose the solution of its oWn problems. Structures 
are needed enabling each State to incarnate the whole of the 
continent and·assume the defence of Africa's comm~n interests.with 
more rigour and efficacity. This .is not a utopic point of view, 
it is inscribed ,in the logic of history. If we do not do it our 
children will. If 9ur children do not do it our grandchildren will. 
So we might as weil start the joint economic. development of our 
countries now. Pioneers in political liberation we· should also 
be pioneers i~ economic l~beration , in the struggle for mastery of 
our resources. Africa must unite and, as the regretted.Dr.Kwam~ 
it 
Nkrumah·pUt/so claverly : "Africa should be united and march 
resolutely towards the United States of Africa". 
The Africa 6~ tomorrow ia in gestation in our consciences today, . . 
in our intellectual, technical and technological abilities of today, 
and especially in o~ will, our political will to surpass ourselves 
to be usfful to the history of Afr~c~ ~ humanity. 
rn this struggle therefore each one of us will find a place 
according to his efficacity, the constancy of his attitudes in the 
defence of.African interests, the objectivity marking all his 
decisions and attitudes towards African problems. 
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We h~~~ll mentioned here the firmness that should inspire us. 
This is nceesarj' because one must always be clear. Without logic, 
without a line of· conduct expressing our ideas., a line which should 
ur.derline our activities, we will never be able to incarnate 
African virtues correctly. Africa must be united, but Africa is 
diverse; we cught.to make diversity an element of unity,not 
division. For this reason each ~ne of us was right to eoeak with 
vigour,- determination and fr~:mkneee. Frahkness, firmness J.n the 
defence of ideas have as t~eir only aim to reach agreement eo that 
cur choices may be the most judicious possible. This objective 
has·been attaine~ and the r~scluticns we have aaopted should be 
t"cll.owed up with the same objectivity, the same frankness so 
that one may knew that, in· Sierra Leone, Africa reinforced ita 
unity, and starting with this Summit the common struggle will be 
' more powerful because it is guided b.f a spirit of unity as 
characterized by cur debates. 
As we have said firmness is neceesar~ for action, but 
conciliation is an imperatif by reason of the sovereignty that 
each State enjoys• No one can dictate to a-~tate what it does not 
want. He~ce conciliation is imperative to the reinforcement of 
our ur.ity of action. We must always show a epl.rit of sacrifice 
and a desire to transcend in order to accelerate our march. For 
I 
this reason we should aare to pose the real problems, iare to 
analj'se them correctly, dare to make the best choices. But it is 
not only a question of conceiving happiness, one must also want 
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and achieve it. The essential is hence resumed in daily action 
we are to carrt cut, each in his own country, to translate into 
concrete .term~ the desire for progress, the will to unity, the 
will to democracy which animates African Peoples. 
As we said there is a common identity, let us incarnate it. 
Dialectic in general and particular should dominate all our 
debates but each one of us, at home, will answer to the 
Particular realities of his country, because the means to be used 
must ~e known for action to be efficacious. 
• 'This dialectic in general and particular explains then the 
scrupulous respect of each national sovereignty, all the more so 
that a cour.trt with incomplete or absorbed sovereignty aannot 
fulfill its tasks in ensembles or play its role in them correctly. 
Ir. short, each countrt will be itself and remain so, in an 
ec::nomic ensemble which will enable it to face up to. problems 
whose solution is betcnd its means. 
We call upon everyone to display more scliaarity in diversity, 
unity of action in diversity, joint political will, mutual respe·ct 
and love of truth.' This last expression is of capital ~mportance 
in life. Man lives and dies ; the heritage he leaves is the 
moral personality that his existence transpires and nothing is 
more eternal than truth.' All impulsions that ruin unity or union 
are caused by lack of love for truth. If men cannot agree on 
the basis of truth they will know only disunity. Respect of truth 
and objectivity makes it possible to overcome the worst deadlocks 
in the solution of problems. The OAU's real weapons therefore will 
be truth, objectivity, the spirit of sacrifice, the spirit of 
--f:P--
conciliation, and the common desire to remain together, to work 
together, to rehabilitate ourselves together, to.make Africa a 
veritable political, ecenomic and socio&cultural entity disposing 
o"t all its rights, respected by other·Jsbtes and continents, 
an entity ~ing a quality co.ntributiQJl to the march of humanity. 
Long live the Republic of. Sierra ~eone ·1 
Long live the Organization of ltrican UNity 
Ready for the Revolution 
Ahmed S~kou Tour~ 
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